ABSTRACT Reliable early prediction of aneurysm rupture can greatly help neurosurgeons to treat aneurysms at the right time, thus saving lives as well as providing significant cost reduction. Most of the research efforts in this respect involve statistical analysis of collected data or simulation of hemodynamic factors to predict the risk of aneurysmal rupture. Whereas, morphological analysis of cerebral angiogram images for locating and estimating unruptured aneurysms is rarely considered. Since digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is regarded as a standard test by the American Stroke Association and American College of Radiology for identification of aneurysm, this paper aims to perform morphological analysis of DSA to accurately detect saccular aneurysms, precisely determine their sizes, and estimate the probability of their ruptures. The proposed diagnostic framework, intracranial saccular aneurysm detection and quantification, first extracts cerebrovascular structures by denoising angiogram images and delineates regions of interest (ROIs) by using watershed segmentation and distance transformation. Then, it identifies saccular aneurysms among segmented ROIs using multilayer perceptron neural network trained upon robust Haralick texture features, and finally quantifies aneurysm rupture by geometrical analysis of identified aneurysmic ROI. De-identified data set of 59 angiograms is used to evaluate the performance of algorithms for aneurysm detection and risk of rupture quantification. The proposed framework achieves high accuracy of 98% and 86% for aneurysm classification and quantification, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Higher mortality and morbidity rates among aneurysmic patients due to intracerebral ruptures have added to the necessity of detecting and analyzing unruptured intracranial aneurysms. An intracranial or cerebral aneurysm is a condition in which a blood vessel starts swelling outwards and gradually bulges out like a balloon due to weakness in a blood vessel's wall, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . growth in aneurysm size evokes the risk of rupture due to increased pressure of blood on the ballooned area and remains asymptomatic until over-sized. Eventually if an aneurysm bursts, it causes aneurysmal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage (aSAH), a damaging flow of blood into the cerebra. Statistics reveal that in the USA alone over six million brain aneurysms are diagnosed every year and 30,000 of them rupture [1] . Damages from aSAH vary from severe disability to spontaneous death and it occurs relatively more at young age as compared to other types of stroke [2] . Statistics show that 50% of patients with ruptured aneurysms die before reaching the hospital and the remaining 50% die within the next 24 months even if taken through invasive surgical treatments, because of rebleeding or deficits caused by the initial burst [3] . Furthermore, among different forms of intracranial aneurysms, i.e. fusiform, distal and dissection, saccular aneurysms (so named for their berry or sac-like shape) are characterized as the most vulnerable to fast growth and rupture. Ruptured saccular aneurysms account for roughly 80% of aSAH whereas other types of cerebral aneurysms typically grow more slowly and rupture less frequently [1] , [10] .
Neurosurgeons experience various difficulties in accurately detecting and treating cerebral aneurysms. Therefore, it is important to identify aneurysms and differentiate them from vasculature loops without unnecessary magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), computerized tomography angiography (CTA), and DSA. In patients with unruptured aneurysms, the treatment decision is very complicated because not all intracranial aneurysms are destined to rupture, however, in case of rupture, the consequences are devastating. On the other hand, surgical treatment (clipping) or endovascular coiling of unreptured aneurysm also carries a combined risk of up to 5%, for treatment-related fatality and morbidity [3] , besides high financial cost. Thus, the risks of treatment have to be balanced cautiously against the risk of rupture [7] . A satisfactory solution can only be based on individualization of the rupture risk. However, the prediction of aneurysm rupture, based on combination of risk factors is a complex problem, and a reliable clinical computer-assisted tool for its diagnosis does not exist.
In clinical practice, depending on the situation and purpose, a subset of MRA, DSA, and CTA is used to study prognostic factors for aneurysm rupture. Therefore, computer aided analysis of these artifacts is being rigorously investigated [8] , [12] , [23] , [42] . Brain angiography images i.e. DSA, presented in Fig. 1(a) , are considered as a standard test by the American Stroke Association and American College of Radiology for detection and estimation of cerebral aneurysms because they provide maximum contrast between cerebrovascular arteries and brain tissues [25] . This study aims to detect saccular aneurysm accurately and then quantify its rupture score precisely, that would act as a baseline for studying its growth rate using CTA and MRA in future. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, literature rarely cites an inclusive effort on computer-assisted diagnosis (CAD) of brain aneurysms based on DSA. This paper presents a novel framework, the Intracranial Saccular Aneurysm Detection and Quantification (ISADAQ), which articulates a comprehensive investigation of cerebral angiograms for estimation of aneurysm rupture score.
Visual inspection of DSA poses following design challenges which ISADAQ is intended to surmount: 1) Angiograms taken at different medical facilities carry varying dimensionalities and signal to noise ratios, which hinder automated detection of saccular aneurysms. The problem of normalizing and denoising angiograms becomes important because subsequent morphological analysis depends on correct extraction of vasculature from angiograms. 2) Brain arteries are inherently complex and discriminating between malignant aneurysmal lesions from healthy arterial details, like loops and overlays, is not straight forward. Defining a set of unique visual features of saccular aneurysms and training a system based on them that accurately detects their presence in an angiogram with high sensitivity is nontrivial because sometimes it is even difficult for radiologists and neurosurgeons to distinguish aneurysms from rest of the vasculature. 3) Precise estimations of a saccular aneurysm's size, relative aspect ratios and prediction of rupture are the most demanding tasks of an automated diagnosis system because they help physicians to validate their critical treatment decisions for initial detection and growth of intracranial saccular aneurysms. Considering the aforementioned clinical challenges, the main contributions of the ISADAQ framework include: i) denoising angiograms for accurate extraction of cerebrovascular structures and watershed segmentation for delineation of candidate regions of interest (ROIs) based on points of interest (POIs) calculated as local maxima of distance transformed image, ii) identification of saccular aneurysm among the segmented ROIs through Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network trained on robust Haralick textural features which are not easily perceptible by the human eye but are computed from the Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), and iii) estimation of aneurysm rupture probability in terms of the proposed BASSH score (i.e. bottleneck ratio, a spect ratio, size ratio, surface area, and h emodynamic factor), calculated from size and shape indices of detected aneurysmal segment and geometrical analysis of its local and spatial attributes. Moreover, the performance of MLPNN classification is evaluated in terms of network robustness and efficiency by varying input data and parameters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the current state-of-the-art by citing related research work and Section III provides a detailed overview of the ISADAQ architecture and describes the functionality of each module. To explain the complex sequence of morphological analysis, we explain each phase by processing an angiogram image having one saccular aneurysm, shown in Fig. 1(b) , and an indistinct arterial loop, shown in Fig. 1(c) . Section IV presents experimental results and performance evaluation of our proposed framework in terms of robustness and efficiency. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and highlight some future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, computer-assisted diagnosis (CAD) schemes focused on manual or semi-automated detection and size estimation of Intracranial Aneurysm (IA) for imaging modalities like MRA and CTA. However, automated analysis of DSA, despite its being the most authentic and standard means of cerebral aneurysm detection and rupture risk quantification, remained unexplored. A recent study on CAD systems for diagnostic analysis of cerebral disorders [6] explored the challenges and demands of accumulating, managing, and analyzing medical big data for computer-assisted diagnosis of neurological abnormalities. This work has foregrounded the need to devise technologies for analysis of large volumes of data available in imaging modalities like MRI, CT, and PET to automate diagnosis of neurological disorders like epilepsy, Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, dementia, autism, and tumor, without even mentioning intracranial aneurysms. On the other hand, several studies have dealt with individual aspects of automated diagnosis of cerebral aneurysm using multimodal imaging data including DSA [25] , [28] , [43] . To the best of our knowledge, none of these efforts has investigated DSA comprehensively to devise a CAD system to generate reliable, qualitative and quantitative diagnostic results for aneurysms and predict their rupture probability.
Estimation of an overall risk score for aneurysm rupture in a patient based on a combination of critical risk factors is known to be very difficult. Our literature review shows that there is a recent surge of interest in intracranial aneurysm rupture quantification through statistical analysis of clinical data-points. The studies in this regard include estimation of rupture by developing the PHASES and ELAPSS scores [5] , [9] , [38] , which quantify aneurysm rupture status through statistical analysis of patients' health records in terms of earlier subarachnoid hemorrhage history, population, hypertension, age, and aneurysm size and location. However, without considering the complex phenomenon of various shapes (smooth saccular, irregular saccular, fusiform, dissection, distal, and complex) and specific imaging modalities (DSA, CTA, and MRA), these models suffer from bias, inaccuracy, and insufficiency of clinical data. While they may work for preliminary observations or follow up studies, they are not suitable for critical decision making at the time of aneurysm detection and treatment. The proposed BASSH score incorporates critical anatomical characteristics to accurately estimate aneurysm rupture through morphological analysis of DSA images.
Automated analysis of brain images can be segregated into segmentation, classification, and quantification problems. Earlier inspections of CTA and MRA images aimed at segmentation of vascular structures into blood vessels and brain tissues through morphological characterization [12] , [15] , [44] , [45] . The study estimated aneurysms' completeness and orthonormality factors by applying vascular skeletonization to isolate aneurysms [14] . Geometrical and Zernike moment invariants define a limited set of global shape descriptors to accurately delineate aneurysmal segments. Overcoming the limitations of prior approaches for segmentation of CTA images, the authors extended the framework for MRA images using machine learning based classification techniques [20] . The methodology comprised of, i) regions of interest (ROIs) segmentation through skeleton processing, ii) aneurysm dome isolation using centerline and ostium detection, and iii) aneurysm quantification based on aspect ratio, volume, and surface area. The performance of the proposed technique was evaluated using images from only 10 patients. Through analysis of changes in boundary pixel intensities of PC-MRA images, intracranial vessels and aneurysms are segmented in [26] . This scheme computes intensity discontinuity descriptors and intensity variance quantifiers. Without training a classifier to determine boundary lines of a vascular phantom, the segmentation technique is unable to accurately isolate aneurysmal voxels from arterial loops, generating a large number of false positives (44% calculated from the results presented for 5 PC-MRA images).
Recently, sphere enhancement filters were applied to various cerebral image modalities (2DRA, CTA, MRA, and DSA) to facilitate computer-aided classification of smaller intracranial aneurysms [41] , [44] . The authors computed the ratio of Hessian eigenvalues (e.g., lymbda1, Sato's, Frangi's, Li's) to detect saccular aneurysms smaller than 4 mm. The algorithm achieved relatively high accuracy of classification but with limited recognition: it detected only small saccular aneurysms instead of larger ones that are more susceptible to rupture. Based on the former studies, two similar investigations [24] , [25] calculated local maxima from multiple images modalities (CTA and MRA) to automatically detect saccular aneurysms from normalized brain images but applying blob enhancement filters or K-means clustering of local maxima did not produce consistent results for recognition of variable aneurysm shapes. In [29] , an edge density histogram is computed to extract shape features from medical images of the brain and lungs. With a precision of 0.523 for classifying the brain images, the reliability of this proposed edge-based multi-scale structuring element as a shape descriptor remains questionable. Among very few investigations regarding classification of arterial segments of 2D-DSA, one group devised a saccular aneurysm detection scheme by applying Fuzzy Mathematical Morphology (FMM) on vasculature extracted through fusion of two classifiers, FCM (Fuzzy C-Means) and FKNN (Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbors) [28] . Although the idea of extracting arterial structure from DSA images by classifying individual pixels seems convincing, the reliability of the FMM classifier is questionable because it uses a very small dataset including 2-3 experimental images.
Another study presented a generic pixel intensity-based segmentation technique which could be trained to classify pixels of a diverse range of imaging modalities among intracranial vessels or aneurysmal segments [16] . The major setback of the proposed pixel segmentation techniques is that they lack the consideration of inter-pixel relationship exhibited by the specific shape of an aneurysm. A recent study [27] investigated multi-sequence MRI images of cirrhotic brain disease and extracted texture features like GLCM. The methodology trains an artificial neural network (ANN) using GLCM and classifies ROIs with high sensitivity. The authors endorse the usage of texture features for classification of other kinds of malignant brain lesions, such as aneurysms.
Alongside morphological characterization, several statistical models have been proposed to develop a set of features to accurately quantify aneurysm rupture risk. To this end, a biomathematical model built upon historical data of unrunptured saccular aneurysms using binary logistic regression suggests that the height, width, and neck size of aneurysms are the most significant factors to be considered when quantifying the risk of rupture [22] , [27] . Similarly, multivariate regression analysis of serial MRA images highlights that size is a significant predictor in prediction of aneurysm growth and rupture [4] , [10] . It is clear that statistical findings need to be studied in more detail for geometrical factors other than surface area and diameter to arrive at a reliably robust model. Another effort in this respect cites a thorough statistical analysis of ruptured and unruptured intracranial aneurysms performed on a dataset comprised of 27 CTA scans [15] . Their analysis suggests that an aneurysm's shape indices (aspect ratio, bottleneck factor, non-sphericity index, ellipticity index, etc.) are more effective in quantifying rupture probability than size indices (height, width, volume, surface area, etc.). We therefore conclude that little comprehensive effort has been devoted to identification of the most significant geometrical parameters for aneurysm rupture score estimation after accurate detection of aneurysmal regions of interest.
The following section explains our proposed methodology through a pilot run on morphological, anatomical, and textural analysis of angiograms (DSA). The encouraging results of our classification and estimation schemes establish their viability for extension to other imaging modalities in future.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

A. DATA COLLECTION
The lack of any publicly accessible anonymized dataset of angiogram images containing saccular brain aneurysms was a crucial problem for a systematic morphological analysis. We acquired 59 phase-contrast digital subtraction angiograms of 34 patients from Henry Ford Hospital, Bloomfield Hills, MI, USA (IRB approval No. 11254). Patients' angiograms and other clinical data was anonymized before analysis. The data consisted of 47 angiograms with a single saccular aneurysm and 12 angiograms with no aneurysms. The saccular aneurysms ranged in size from 6 mm to 21 mm, and images with multiple aneurysms and fusiform or dissecting types were excluded to limit the scope of this work.
B. PARAMETER SELECTION
Cerebral angiograms possess local pixel intensity patterns which can efficaciously describe geometrical consistency of the brain's arterial structure after specific morphological treatment. Such distinctive textural characteristics are of primary interest to our classification technique because they collect discrete grayscale tonal primitives of image segments, for instance, fourteen Haralick features are computed to characterize pathologically different regions of cerebral angiograms. These exclusive statistical parameters, including contrast, correlation, energy, entropy, homogeneity, and variance, are derived from the 2 nd -order GLCM.
Another set of features selected for size estimation of saccular aneurysm consists of morphological parameters, which accurately quantify the risk of aneurysmal rupture. These factors involve salient geometrical measurements of aneurysms' local and spatial characteristics which are consentient among several statistical investigations [10] , [12] , [14] , [15] . Local anatomical features included aneurysm's neck diameter (D n ), its perpendicular height from neck (H ), maximum height (H max ), maximum width (W ), and average diameter of connecting artery (D avg ). Based on these scalar attributes, spatial factors are computed to predict the rupture score (ε), e.g., bottleneck factor (µ ), aspect ratio (λ), size ratio (δ), surface area ( ), and hemodynamic factor ( ).
C. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK -ISADAQ
The proposed methodology of processing a suspect angiogram through ISADAQ is shown in Fig. 2 truth established by expert radiologists to classify them into malignant (saccular aneurysms) and benign (non-aneurysmic) regions. Section C.3 presents the experimental results of this classification. iv) QUANTIFICATION The framework calculates the rupture score of aneurysmal segments based on their geometric attributes. ISADAQ computes a BASSH score to estimate the probability of aneurysmal rupture, using basic visual characteristics (height, width, neck width, and artery diameter) extracted by morphological analysis of aneurysm geometry. Our size estimation and quantification technique is explained in Section C.4.
1) ANGIOGRAM PRE-PROCESSING
The proposed pre-processing algorithm consists of three phases: image normalization, vasculature extraction, and binarization. The details of each phase are given below.
a: IMAGE NORMALIZATION
The inherent signal-to-noise ratio and indistinctness of the arterial anatomy in angiograms pose unique challenges to morphological and geometrical analysis. Angiograms captured at different medical facilities through a diverse range of scanning equipment have variable pixel densities and resolutions, between 1024px × 1024px to 2448px × 3264px. Therefore, normalization of pixel intensities before efficient foreground extraction and accurate segmentation is inevitable. The proposed pre-processing algorithm processes the input angiogram image α through a series of morphological operations to reduce overall computational complexity and to standardize image resolution. Angiogram normalization starts by dimensionality reduction of the input image in terms of size and color. High resolution angiogram images are resized to 1024px × 1024px and a gray scale image is obtained from the RGB channels to simplify the morphological calculations. The disparity among the gray scale distributions is adjusted by applying global histogram equalization. Compared to adaptive histogram equalization, global histogram equalization better distributes spatial color surface across the output image α n and results in an enhanced histogram that exhibits more differentiable disparity between foreground and background signals for further processing.
b: VASCULATURE EXTRACTION
There is a significant amount of noise in the normalized angiogram α n , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . To extract foreground arterial surfaces, the noise needs to be suppressed. ISADAQ attenuates noise based on a very simple yet efficient arithmetic up-scaling operation followed by median filtering. Arithmetic up-scaling, as defined in (3), is performed on the input image α n by multiplying every pixel with a constant c. Equations (1) and (2) calculate the multiplication constant c = (α max /α mean ) as the ratio of the maximum and mean of the gray scale values in α n . Moreover, the up-scaled pixel intensities for the output image α n are truncated at α max .
where γ is the function that computes the mean value over a sliding window z of size 3 × 3 around a center point
where c is calculated as the arithmetic upscaling factor and σ is the truncating function. The resultant image α n reduces most of the background noise by adding natural brightness to the image intensities while preserving the relative contrast between the regions of the image. α n is further denoised by passing through the nonlinear median filter, which removes remaining impulse noise by scanning every input pixel α n [x, y]:
where λ computes the median over a sliding window z of size 5 × 5 around a center point α n [x, y] in image α n . The median filter estimates the intensity of a pixel surrounded by 8-neighbors of α n [x, y] and maps the corresponding pixel's value α n [x, y] in the output image α n . Median smoothing does not calculate unrealistic intensities for the output image and removes speckle noise from the angiogram without downgrading arteries' edges. Next, equations (5) and (6) calculate binary mask α b by thresholding the denoised image α n to zero at the mean grayscale value α mean of α n , as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
where z represents the sliding window (
where α b [x, y] is the resulting pixel intensity at [x, y] , µ is the binary thrusholding function, α n [x, y] is the input pixel and α mean is the binary threshold value. Bitwise subtraction , of image α n from its binary mask α b generates the required vasculature α v = α b α n . Consequently, α v consists of minimal noise and maximum foreground arterial surface, as shown in Fig. 3(c) .
c: BINARIZATION
Having the exact vasculature α v extracted from the input angiogram α, a thresholding algorithm binarizes α v into two tones, white and black for background and foreground pixels respectively, without losing essential arterial pixels. To serve our ultimate goal, automatic selection of a single optimal threshold value for binarazation of a diverse range of histogram distributions is not a trivial task. Therefore, instead of global thresholding, an isodata or iterative intermeans threshold clustering algorithm is employed [17] . Equations (7) and (8) iteratively compute the averages of the background and foreground intensities and calculate an optimal threshold, α iso = (α bg + α fg ) 2.
where bg and fg represent background and foreground surface pixels in α v respectively, m and n are total number of pixels belonging to relative surface, and α bg and α fg are resultant mean values. The vasculature image α v is thus binarized to β and fed into the segmentation process, as shown in Fig. 3(d) :
where β [x, y] is the resultant pixel at coordinate [x, y] and α v [x, y]is the input pixel evaluated against the isodata threshold α iso .
2) VASCULAR SEGMENTATION
The type of information necessary for morphological analysis and complexity in the contents of an image determines the criteria for selection of specific segmentation techniques. After applying intensity-based segmentation during pre-processing, the ISADAQ framework employs regionbased, edge-based, and component-based segmentation to furnish anatomical and geometrical features for classification. The remainder of this section rationalizes the application of the employed segmentation techniques. Figure 4 illustrates how a complete arterial surface in binary threshold image β is delineated into several separable segments δ 0...n through watershed transformation, based upon anatomical characteristics, as in (10) . The transformation algorithm computes valleys or catchment basins from the complex geometry of a given arterial structure and performs region-based segmentation by assigning each pixel of foreground surface to a unique vascular segment (a catchment basin) δ s in resultant image β w , as shown in Fig. 5(a) .
where ω represents watershed segmentation function and β w is output segmented image. The simple criterion for assignment of surface pixels of β to non-overlapping segments δ 0...s = {δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , . . . , δ s } in β w is:
. . , ∪ δ s , and further,
Watershed segments (δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 , . . . , δ s ) automatically computed and labeled on a binarized angiogram β without manual intervention are on average no less than few dozen. For example, experimental results on the case study image show 63 segments in Fig. 5(a) . The size and shape of these segments varies depending upon the complexity of vasculature. The efficiency of segmentation is directly proportional to correct identification of seed points which eventually grow into the regions of similar characteristics. In complex image analysis like brain angiograms the delineation of segments of interest is complicated by the presence of large numbers of indistinct structures like arterial loops, overlapping vessels, and the fact that arteries split and merge. But aneurysmal segments (true-positives) in an angiogram are always delimited accurately through watershed transformation due to clustering of homogeneous pixel intensities around ridges.
The segmentation algorithm superimposes β w on the extracted vessels structure α v , to crop out the resultant ROIs from ∨ ∨ for extraction and classification of textural features:
where represents bitwise AND, and ∨ ∨ is output of (superimposing β w on α v ).
Still there is an imperative need to filter out a number of suspect ROIs not only to save overall processing overhead but more importantly to increase the probability of accurate classifications of true positives. Unlike manual approaches of rejecting malignant arterial segments (falsepositive), the algorithm seeds automatically calculated points of interest (POIs) into ∨ ∨ so as to sieve a very limited number of watershed segments from δ 0...s as suspected regions of interest (ROIs), as shown in Fig. 5(d) .
b: DISTANCE TRANSFORMATION
Most of the existing algorithms for identification of POIs involve manual selection of the seed points which is not only time consuming, but also error-prone if sufficient domain expertise is not available [24] . Therefore, we propose an efficient technique which simultaneously addresses the inherent complexity of arterial structure and also automates the process of calculating POIs. To help with this, the vascular structure in binarized image β is first distance transformed, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , into β d by calculating weighted distances from each surface pixel to its closest nonzero boundary pixel:
7976 VOLUME 6, 2018 The output of distance transformation is an image similar to an artery's topology but the intensities are recalculated according to their weighted distance illustrated in Fig. 5(b) . The segmentation algorithm further calculates local maxima on resultant image β d , which yields POI 0...n pointing to locally stable regions:
where is the function that calculates POI 0...n as local maxima on β d . Equation (14) maps the POI 0...n calculated in distance transformation to previously identified watershed segments, hence a limited number of suspected ROI 0...n are screened out to be classified through trained artificial neural network.
where is a sieving function that takes POI 0...n as input and delineates corresponding ROI 0...n from ∨ ∨.
For the experimental results shown in Fig. 5(d) , only 3 out of 63 ROIs are sieved as ROI 0...2 pointed by POI 0...2 . Our automated screening process efficiently reduces the number of candidate true positives earlier in the phase of segmentation, hence aiding the probability of accurate classifications of suspected ROI.
c: UNSHARP MASKING
We experimented with several edge detection techniques to detect the outlines of arterial structures, for example, Canny and Sobel operators, or adaptive and global thresholding etc. [34] . Most of these techniques didn't perform effectively: Canny or Sobel like edge detectors require casespecific threshold values and pre-processing operations for optimal results, and adaptive or global thresholding enhances unwanted localized details which leads to spurious measurements. By contrast, the unsharp masking filter produces an accurate edge-enhanced image β m from the input binary threshold image β by subtracting an unsharp (smoothed) version of β from original image β, as in (15) . The resultant image β m , shown in Fig. 6(a) , preserves the topological characteristics of the original image β while precisely segmenting the boundary lines of large and small vessels in the angiogram.
where represents the bitwise subtraction function, β m is the filtered outline, and β smooth is the blurred version of β acquired through median smoothing operation.
d: SKELETONIZATION
Once the boundary lines have been identified, the segmentation algorithm determines the centerlines of arteries through topological skeletonization, as in (16) . During this process, the foreground arterial surface is reduced down to a skeleton (max. 1 pixel wide) while keeping the length and topology of vasculature intact. As compared to morphological thinning, our proposed skeletonization preserves irregularities and other characteristics of tubular and saccular structure inherent to brain arteries and aneurysms, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . (16) where β s is the output skeletal image; θ and are the morphological erosion and opening, respectively; rβ is an open ball of radius r; and β is the closure of β.
Each skeletal pixel in β s is scanned through connected component analysis and is assigned to a unique centerline segment l s , as shown in Fig. 6(c) . where β s is skeletal image and l 0...s = l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , . . . , l s are distinct line segments.
These line segments are further used for geometrical calculations in estimating an aneurysm's rupture score. Similarly, the segmentation algorithm detects line intersections by scanning pixels' neighborhoods in skeletal image β s . Connected components are analyzed to segment out unique points of intersection ∝ 0...s in β s , as depicted in Fig. 6(c) , where atleast four lines interconnect. Then the lengths of individual legs of an intersection and the angles between each pair of legs are computed to cross-validate the spherical shape of an aneurysmal segment. Fig. 6(d) shows the skeletal image β s superimposed on the outline image β m resulting in ms , that combines both outline and centerline pixels for calculation and segmentation of arteries based upon their average diameters:
where ms is the resultant image, and ⊗ is the bitwise XOR operation that combines both edges and centerlines of β m and β s . Our algorithm segments out line intersections (with four or more legs merging at a single point) and records them for three purposes; i) to cross-validate the classified aneurysm segment η, if its skeleton forms an intersection or not, ii) to determine the centroid C xy of aneurysm surface area for precise geometrical and hemodynamic measurements, and iii) to map the centroid C xy to a specific watershed segment in ROI 0...n for respective spatial measurements.
3) ANEURYSM CLASSIFICATION
Machine-based delineation of aneurysms in digital image modalities is challenging due to inter-and intra-clinician variability found in contouring diseased image segments. Therefore, automatic recognition of saccular aneurysms requires the classifier to be trained upon significant visual features of regions of interest (ROIs) which may correctly classify different arterial segments. For this purpose, spatial relationship among gray level pixel intensities of candidate ROIs has been observed to exhibit exclusive pixel arrangements which can be used to distinguish surface areas of saccular aneurysms from non-aneurysms. Such distinctive textural characteristics are computed as 1 st -order (e.g. histogram features), 2 nd -order (e.g. Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix -GLCM or GrayTone Dependency Matrix -GTDM) and higher-order (e.g. Gray-Level Run Length Matrix -GLRLM) statistical data.
To best of our knowledge, the intrinsic ability of textural features to correctly classify aneurysmal segments, not only with higher accuracy but also at lower computational cost, has never been exploited for digital subtraction angiography (DSA) image categorization. However, texture analysis has been widely used since its conception [18] , [20] in comparison to other optical, fractal and modal-based techniques for medical image segmentation, detection, classification and compression tasks. More specifically, a set of fourteen 2 nd -order statistical correlations between neighboring pixel intensities in a given textured segment (named Haralick features) presented in Table- 1 are known as one of the most significant descriptors for classification of multispectral medical images like angiograms [25] . These descriptors are of primary interest to our classification technique because they collect discrete grayscale tonal primitives of candidate ROIs by computing image signal statistics in the spatial domain. For instance, fineness, coarseness, smoothness, randomness, granulation, and lineation are some of the distinguishable visual characteristics which are locally consistent among boundary and surface intensities of aneurysmal and nonaneurysmal regions.
The classification algorithm extracts Haralick features as spatial distribution of tonal variations among gray shades in the histogram of each ROI segment. This unique feature vector inherently represents substantive structural arrangement between foreground and background surface pixels of every ROI segment [22] . Each feature vector is further annotated as 'aneurysmic' or 'non-aneurysmic' with the help of domain experts for training purposes. The labeled features set is input to train and test accuracy of different classifiers for cross validation, including Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network, Support Vector Machine (SVM), etc. Based upon the optimum performance, as compared to other statistical classifiers, our framework classifies ROIs using a feedforward back-propagation MLP neural network, as explained in the following section.
a: HARALICK FEATURE VECTOR
Spatial dependencies and inter-pixel relationships defined by second order statistical matrices calculated through GLCM [19] are used to extract fourteen Haralick texture features [20] , defined in Table- 1, which characterize the unique arrangement of gray-level transitions exiting in an image segment. These statistical measures are computed for each of the automatically segmented ROI 0...n from four gray-level co-occurrence matrices calculated in different directions of adjacency, θ = 0 • , 45 • , 90 • , and 135 • . For example, the Contrast feature is the measure of intensity contrast between a pixel and its neighborhood. If the gray scale difference occurs continually, the texture becomes coarse and the contrast becomes large; otherwise, the texture becomes acute if the contrast has a small value. Similarly, Correlation measures how correlated a pixel is to its neighborhood, i.e. the measure of gray tone linear dependencies in an image segment. Its values range from −1 to 1, which indicate perfect negative and positive correlation, respectively. Consequently, a single feature vector comprising 56 (14 × 4) numerical values describing the semantics of a textured region possesses salient capabilities to encode correlating local neighborhood intensities of a candidate ROI which is input to train a specific classifier.
Analyzing these tonal variations between angiogram image segments, a machine classifier can approximate unknown correlations between input feature vectors and corresponding output classes, hence correctly distinguish an aneurysmal region from non-aneurysmal regions of interest. Lastly, a successfully recognized aneurysmal segment η is deferred to the estimation algorithm to precisely calculate its geometrical characteristics and to quantify its rupture score.
b: FEATURE CLASSIFIERS
The Haralick feature vectors computed through GLCM [19] are labeled with the help of a domain expert and exhaustively tested using cross validation. In order to achieve optimal results from a machine classifier, certain choices are imperative pertinent to ROI characterization of ISADAQ: a) ROI dimensions and color space selection, and b) features set and classifier selection. Hence, each ROI segment is automatically resized to a 100 x 100 grayscale image prior to training and testing, and features set comprising of 2 nd order spatial correlations are calculated from GLCM. We chose the Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network, based upon its ability to recognize the tonal semantics of saccular aneurysm segments with highest accuracy as compared to well-known statistical classifiers including Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression and Naïve Bayes. The results of a comparative study of multiple classifiers trained upon Haralick textural features is presented in Section-IV.
c: MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON (MLP) NEURAL NETWORK
Artificial neural networks have recently become a dominant technique for learning and recognizing complex data patterns. Among its different architectures, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network [12] is considered the most assertive supervised neural network topology which is capable of classifying non-linearly separable data sets through a gradient-descent learning algorithm called backpropagation. An MLP network comprising of at-least three layers (inputfirst layer, hidden -one or more layers, and output -last layer) and an arbitrary number of processing elements (called sigmoidal nodes) in each layer can be efficaciously used to characterize ROIs textural features. We used a four-phase training cycle as described below, in which the activation nodes identify repeating patterns from statistical features and continuously generalize network performance by adapting new data patterns in successive learning cycles. link between locally connected pairs of processing nodes ρ i and ρ j by adding the change w ij , calculated as, w ij = τ ∂ j δσ i , where ∂ j is the mean square error, δ is small learning rate and τ is the momentum term, taken as 0.3 and 0.2 respectively to achieve maximum accuracy out of experimental network.
4) RUPTURE RISK QUANTIFICATION
The heart of ISADAQ is a geometrical assessment of an accurately classified saccular brain aneurysm η for computing its rupture score on the basis of local and spatial characteristics. The proposed estimation algorithm quantifies geometrical features namely: neck diameter (D n ), maximum height (H max ), aneurysm height perpendicular to neck diameter (H ), maximum width (W ) and average diameter of connecting artery (D avg ), as depicted in Fig. 7(a, b, c, d ). Then based upon these attributes, ISADAQ calculates a BASSH (Bottleneck factor, Aspect ratio, Size ratio, Surface area, Hemodynamic factor) Score to predict the rate of rupture as follows:
Note that the proposed algorithm calculates these ratios in pixels. Although translating pixels into millimeters could increase the radiologist's understanding, due to the diverse range of image resolutions and contents, the scale can't be generalized. Likewise, the geometrical ratios between scaler attributes waive the need of such calibration because their correlations correspondingly reflect the risk associated with calculated sizes.
To promote greater accuracy and precision in calculation of basic and derived parameters, we have observed the following conditions:
• Aneurysm centroid C xy should be identified before calculating W , H and H max
• Line segments computing W , H and H max should pass through C xy
• Blood inflow angle is the angle between the axis of the parent artery with respect to the direction of aneurysm H
• Aneurysm maximum width W should be calculated parallel to D n
• D avg should be average of contiguous arteries to aneurysm
a: GEOMETRICAL FEATURES ESTIMATION
Our estimation technique draws several lines on ms passing through aneurysm centroid C xy towards boundaries on both sides by rotating the wheel at the angle of ϕ degrees. For example, Fig. 7(a) shows the rotation of wheel at ϕ (e.g. 15 degrees) and both the edges of diameters touching the boundary lines are recorded for perimeter estimation, hence resulting a list of edges ξ 1..24 (360/ϕ). The proposed algorithm runs two snakes S 1 and S 2 , scanning internal boundary of an aneurysm in opposite directions from an edge ξ x , towards ξ x+1 and ξ x−1 . At any two points P i and P j for S 1 and S 2 respectively, snakes search for M x M pixels in their neighborhoods to find the locations that minimize the energy function and move P i and P j to that location, until P i = P j . For an aneurysm with an open neck towards the connecting artery, the perimeter can only be defined after the neck diameter D n is identified.
1) NECK DIAMETER (D n )
The proposed algorithm scans every pixel from one edge to another and computes the average distance between adjacent edges while adding the pixels to the resultant perimeter vector P, as presented in Fig. 7(a) . Each of the pixels p i (x, y) and p j (x, y) is analyzed with respect to the direction maintained by their previous n pixels towards target edges ξ i and ξ j , respectively. An aneurysm neck is identified where there is no direct adjacent pixel in the M × M neighborhood in the direction of target edge ξ i or ξ j . Those points where pixels began to are recorded as D i (x, y) and D j (x, y) and S 1 and S 2 scans the next n pixels with connectivity. If the divergence continues increasing for the next n pixels, then the shortest distance between D i (x, y) and D j (x, y) is calculated as the neck diameter D n and the last n pixels are discarded. ii) ANEURYSM MAXIMUM HEIGHT (H max ) Fig. 7(b) shows that several lines from each point d n (x, y) on D n are drawn, passing through C xy towards a point p n (x, y) on P and the longest distance from
As shown in Fig. 7(c) , the algorithm determines the midpoint m n (x, y) on D n and draws a line on m n (x, y) that passes through C xy and touches P at p n (x, y). The distance between two points m n (x, y) and p n (x, y) is recorded as aneurysm height H . iv) ANEURYSM WIDTH (W )
The angle θ of H on D n is determined, as shown in 
b: ANATOMICAL FACTORS ESTIMATION i) BOTTLENECK FACTOR (µ)
Among shape indices of saccular aneurysm, µ has been recorded as a critical factor in prediction of aneurysm rupture [11] , [13] , [17] . Defined as, W /D n , higher values of µ mean that the neck diameter is relatively much smaller than the aneurysm's maximum width. This increases the probability of rupture because of the high wall shear stress caused by abnormal blood flow into the aneurysmal sac. ii) ASPECT RATIO (λ)
Another important factor in determining the rupture probability of an aneurysm is the ratio between the height and diameter of its neck, i.e. H /D n [19] , [23] , [30] . Medical analysis of historical data demonstrates that if the neck size of a saccular aneurysm is smaller than the height of aneurysm dome, the probability of rupture is higher. So higher values of λ, increase the risk of aneurysmal rupture. iii) SIZE RATIO (δ)
The maximum height of the aneurysm dome with respect to the diameter of the connecting artery has been proven to be the most significant size index in prediction of saccular aneurysm rupture [12] , [21] , [22] . Temporal analysis of saccular aneurysms suggests that higher values of δ = H max /D avg , increase the probability of rupture and categorizes it as either dangerous or safe. iv) SURFACE AREA ( ) Another observable factor in predicting the rate of rupture of an aneurysm is [11] , [27] , [39] , that is determined as area covered by total width multiplied by total height of an aneurysm sac, i.e. WxH . Surface area helps in categorizing saccular aneurysms among different sizes suggested in previous clinical studies [15] , [17] , [35] (extra-small, small, medium, large, extralarge, and giant). Following are the ranges in pixels and respective measurements in mm according to (18) to determine aneurysm size factor ( w ) as defined below: Another important factor mainly affecting the quick growth of saccular aneurysm size is the angle of blood flowing into the aneurysm sac from the parent artery [6] , [31] , [32] , [40] , calculated as θ as shown in Fig. 7(c) . A detailed literature review of morphological analyses of neuroimaging shows that hemodynamic flow patterns (aneurysm location with respect to the direction of blood flow in the parent artery) has never been suggested for aneurysmal rupture estimation. As depicted in Fig. 8 , a saccular aneurysm can be located inward, outward or in-line with respect to the parent vessel. The aneurysm's location causes different stress levels (defined as, stress factor) on the aneurysm walls respectively, defined as, = 1 (minimum), = 2 (moderate), and = 3 (maximum). Our algorithm first determines the proximal direction of the parent artery by drawing vectors V 1..n using the artery's midline and locate the aneurysm centroid with respect to that, then calculates the blood inflow angle by extending the vector H from the centroid toward the aneurysm neck and calculates angle θ by intersecting the connecting midline vector. Finally, the tendency of blood inflow into saccular aneurysm is calculated as, = × θ ×c, where c = 0.01, is a constant defined for normalizing rupture score.
c: BASSH SCORE ESTIMATION
The probability of aneurysm rupture is estimated by first determining the size factor ( w ) as described earlier. Then individual weights are assigned (between 0.0 -1.0) with the help of expert neurosurgeons based upon degrees of risk involved with individual anatomical factors (such as: w µ -bottleneck factor, w λ -aspect ratio, w δ -size ratio, w -surface area, w -hemodynamic factor). Finally, the risk of rupture is quantified as the BASSH score (ε) by taking the sum of products of risk factors with their respective weights as shown below: In consultation with a senior neurosurgeon, the following weights were assigned and further evaluated to achieve the closest possible accuracy with respect to ground truth: w µ = 0.05, w λ = 0.1, w = 0.4, w δ = 0.4, and w = 0.05.
The lower the BASSH score (ε), the safer a patient is, and the higher the BASSH score is, the higher the risk of rupture. The BASSH score is mapped and validated against the unruptured Intracranial Aneurysm Severity Index (IASI) defined with help of expert neurosurgeons, as shown below.
IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
For implementation and performance evaluation of ISADAQ, we used open source and proprietary tools including OpenCV [33] for image pre-processing tasks, ImageJ [34] for image segmentation, Weka [35] for MLP neural network and statistical classification, and Microsoft Accord.NET [36] , [37] for Haralick feature extraction and BASSH score estimation.
A. EFFECTIVENESS OF ANGIOGRAM PRE-PROCESSING
The purpose of this evaluation is to validate the approach we took for the pre-processing of Digital Subtraction Angiograms (DSA). Since bulged-out areas in angiograms are more likely to be aneurysms, geometrically they span over a larger spatial area forming a spherical region. In manual diagnosis, the phase contrast material used in angiography is the key to pinpoint such suspected regions of vascular pathology, so we exposed similar characteristics from the input angiogram during pre-processing to improve the accuracy of the subsequent segmentation process. ISADAQ reduces a substantial amount of background noise from the angiogram at each step from image normalization through binarization using different morphological operations. Figure-9 presents average results of 59 angiograms showing how the global thresholding process denoises normalized angiograms up to 3%, median smoothing reduces background noise to 64%, binary masking further cuts it down to 18% and finally iterative intermeans leaves the image in binarized form with at most 2% background noise, and maximum foreground surface pixels which represent vascular structure to be segmented further. 
B. EFFECTIVENESS OF VASCULAR SEGMENTATION
Most previously proposed segmentation techniques are limited by the need to manually provide seed points to delimit pre-processed brain images into candidate ROIs using region growing approaches. ISADAQ's segmentation algorithm, on the other hand, efficiently automates angiogram image segmentation by identifying stable points of maximum intensities. These regions of higher local intensities in angiograms represent the presence of dye material injected during Digital Subtraction Angiography, which stays in brain arteries for certain amount of time. We calculate a very limited number of such local maxima as points of interest (POIs) from the Distance Transformed image as shown in Fig. 5(b) , instead of pre-processed angiogram, and seed them into Watershed Segmented regions of interest (ROIs). Table-2 , is the key to enhance the efficiency of our segmentation technique because POI 0...n are used to pinpoint a very limited number of segmented ROI 0...n , which ultimately improves the performance of the machine classifier. The evaluation results presented in Table-2 show that we could eliminate almost 80-90% of false positive and false negative ROIs through the sieving process described above, while ensuring that saccular aneurysm segments, if they exist in an angiogram, are always signified by at-least one of the POIs in POI 0...n . to train and test different machine classifiers, we prepared a dataset of 210 ROIs, automatically segmented out from 59 angiograms, and manually labeled with expert input as aneurysmic or non-aneurysmic. The experimental configuration for outperforming MLP comprises of 56 input nodes (i.e. 14-Haralick features x 4-adjacency angles), 2 output nodes (for binary classification -aneurysm or not), 6 hidden layers and 28 perceptrons. This network configuration was exhaustively tested with 10-fold cross validation in order to eliminate the error of bias. We evaluated MLP by altering its configuration and recorded classification results in Table-4 . It is observed that although computational complexity increased exponentially with increasing number of hidden layers (from 1 to 10) and activation nodes (from 2 to 28), the classification performance also rose to 98.09%, which stayed nearly consistent after 6 hidden layers containing 28 sigmoid nodes.
We further evaluated the robustness of proposed MLP neural network in terms of consistent accuracy achieved before and after injecting most susceptible noise profiles into training ROIs [49] . For this purpose, we have injected Poisson and Gaussian noise models which have been designated by several studies on medical imaging in the past [46] , [48] , [50] . Poisson or Quantum noise and Gaussian or Additive noise incisively imitate the random behavior of photons distribution expected in X-rays based fluoroscopic images like DSA. Likewise, subtraction of digital images acquired before and after contrast medium injection also introduce additional noise to the resultant DSA images. Therefore, several techniques including receptor sensitivity adjustment, controlling contrast material quantity and also noise removal algorithms [46] , [47] have been proposed to mitigate the noise levels.
In addition to injecting the noise profiles, we extended the scope of our robustness evaluation scheme by computing 0 th , 1 st , 2 nd , and 3 rd -order texture features of noisy ROI segments for training MLP neural network. Here, 0 th -order texture features represent raw pixel data, and 1 st -order features are estimated as mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, energy, and entropy. Whereas, 2 nd and 3 rd -order texture features are computed from Grey-level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and Gray-level Run-length Matrix (GLRLM), respectively. The classification results of proposed network were compared to the classification results of original ROIs with similar texture features. Table-5 records the results of our rigorous evaluation and validates that feed-forward back-propagation MLP neural network yields highest classification accuracy with 2 nd -order texture features, not only for original ROIs but also for noisy ROIs. Our 10-fold cross validation also proves that MLPNN classifies intracranial saccular aneurysms consistently better than other three machine classifiers (Naïve Bayesian, SVM, and Logistic Regression), when trained and tested with variable texture features extracted from ROIs carrying both the noises.
Finally, we evaluated the efficiency of MLPNN in terms of computational and space overhead. We have found the highest accuracy, 98.09%, of proposed neural network with 2 nd -order statistical features at the cost of minimum space required by 6 hidden layers and 1.36 seconds for training the model. Shown in Table-6 is the minimum time and space requirements for training MLP neural network on texture features computed at different statistical orders. The results manifest our selection of 2 nd -order Haralick features for classification of aneurysmic ROIs with maximum accuracy at optimum cost of time and space. Whereas, 1 st -order texture features are rejected due to lower accuracy achieved with highest number of 10 hidden layers. Similarly, 0 th and 3 rd− order image statistics are ruled out because of additional computational overhead imposed by inevitable requirement of reducing larger feature set to smaller ones using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
D. EFFECTIVENESS OF RUPTURE RISK QUANTIFICATION
The evaluation of the quantification algorithm is based on successful categorization of aneurysm's BASSH score upon Intracranial Aneurysm Severity Index (IASI) presented in Table-3. Table-7 presents quantification results estimated through an aneurysm's geometrical factors calculated in terms of BASSH score (ε) for 12 randomly selected angiograms out of 47 angiograms overall. Each score estimated from an individual ROI's local and spatial factors is automatically ranked between 0.0 to 4.0+, as εi shown in Table-7 . Finally, the predicted rupture probabilities are validated through expert neurosurgeons and the difference is recorded as εx in Table-7 . The quantification results show that 86% of aneurysms were found correctly classified against gold standard whereas 14% were mis-classified either due to error in the geometrical features estimation algorithm (9%) or due to unknown anatomical factors (6%) which contradict the BASSH score formula defined in (19) .
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Using a case study based approach, this paper presented a fully automated framework (ISADAQ) which performs morphological, anatomical, and textural analysis of brain angiograms (DSA) to accurately identify saccular aneurysms and quantify their rupture probability. The methodology presented in the preceding sections efficiently resolves the most significant research questions through comprehensive investigation of image processing and machine learning techniques. Our selection of angiograms instead of other neuro imaging modalities, e.g., MRA and CTA, for intracranial aneurysm diagnosis was based upon the facts that: i) DSA is still used as the most decisive medium for concluding any clinical treatment for unruptured aneurysms; ii) DSA possesses unique textural characteristics which can be used for efficient recognition of malignant lesions; and iii) DSA provides maximum contrast between cerebral arteries and tissues, allowing precise estimation of size and rupture probability of saccular aneurysms.
Prior studies regarding aneurysm rupture score estimation mostly relied on clinical factors involving maximum manual input whereas we propose BASSH score calculations through morphological analysis of angiograms involving minimum human intervention. ISADAQ's encouraging results are a first and significant step toward our long-term objective of designing a clinical Decision Support System (DSS) that will employ automated detection and quantification for periodic study of aneurysmal growth over the course of a number of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhages (aSAH). This future work may include the following:
• To extend the scope of ISADAQ towards investigating DSA for automated detection and quantification of multiple aneurysms, treated aneurysms, irregular saccular aneurysms, and other forms of intracranial aneurysms, e.g. fusiform, distal, and dissection.
• To improve BASSH score through information fusion of this score with semantic based analysis of clinical data (structured and unstructured one).
• To extend the proposed framework for periodic followup study of aneurysmal growth using 2D and 3D brain image modalities.
